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Mavs owner Mark Cuban has been none-too-pleased with his team's play lately.

D. Clarke Evans/NBAE via Getty Images

All-Star Game might not be only big news in Dallas
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Seven questions for the next seven days:

Would you please ignore the mess?

It's so embarrassing when guests come to visit and it looks like Keith

Richards and Amy Winehouse have just spent the weekend in your house.

With the center of the NBA universe arriving in Dallas for All-Star weekend,

the Mavericks couldn't have picked a worse time to be such a trashed mess.

Coming off a dismal home loss to the dismal Minnesota Timberwolves, the

Mavs are playing absolutely no defense, have lost four of their last five and

finish with a back-to-back at Golden State and Denver before the break.

"We suck right now," said Mavs owner Mark Cuban.

Which is, of course, why the boss says he's ready to make changes. Big

changes. Kevin Martin? Amar'e Stoudemire? Caron Butler? Anything's

possible.

Cuban, your All-Star host, will be easy to spot this weekend -- wearing jeans,

a t-shirt and a scowl amid the All-Star festivities.

Where's the bottom?

How much farther do the Boston Celtics have to fall before the outside world

stops referring to them as an elite team?

Paul Pierce and Marquis Daniels were back in the lineup and everything

looked fine until they came completely unglued in the third quarter against

the Magic.

Now Boston is 8-12 since Christmas Day, has blown double-digit leads

nine times since then and has lost all five games against Orlando and

Atlanta.

Rajon Rondo says the Celtics have lost their chemistry, Pierce and Kevin

Garnett have lost their spark and reports say the team has been shopping

34-year-old Ray Allen ahead of the trade deadline. The All-Star break can't

come soon enough for the most tired-looking so-called contenders in the

league.

Do the Hornets lose it all without Paul?

Since the time they fired coach Byron Scott on Nov. 12 and stumbled out of

the gate 3-8, the New Orleans Hornets have been climbing uphill all

season. Now the question is how far they backslide with All-Star point guard

Chris Paul out of the lineup for 4-6 weeks after knee surgery.

On their first night without Paul, the Hornets got at CP3-like 17 points and 18

assists out of rookie Darren Collison to beat Memphis in overtime, raised

their record to a season-best 26-21 and took a foothold into the eighth

playoff spot in the Western Conference.

But now New Orleans has lost three out of four and has quickly slipped back

into 10th place in the wild, woolly West. The Hornets are without Paul in a

particularly difficult stretch of their schedule, playing 13 of their next 16

games against teams with winning records.

That's Amar'e? Or is this Amar'e?

Just when the criticism of Stoudemire's overall game gets turned up a notch, the power forward kicks his play

into gear again with three double-doubles in a five-game Phoenix Suns winning streak. And just ahead of the

trade deadline.

Of course, it's that up-and-down commitment to his game that makes the goggled one such a risk for any

potential trade partners -- Miami? Philly? New Jersey? Houston? Now, Stoudemire says he's inclined to

exercise next year's option for $17.7 million and take his chance on becoming a free agent in the potential

lockout summer of 2011.

Where's Josh, by gosh?

Are they really going to hold the All-Star Game this weekend in Dallas without Josh Smith, the fuse who lights

the Atlanta Hawks?

For all that Joe Johnson, Al Horford and Jamal Crawford have done for Atlanta, it's the explosive and often

overpowering Smith who takes the Hawks to the next level. His triple-double in Friday night's win over Chicago

was just the latest example of all the things possible now that Smith has his head screwed on straight and is

playing to win, not just impress.

Are the Lakers deeper than a wading pool?

Kobe Bryant may be telling people that he's ready to go to war in the playoffs again with the current Lakers

roster. But surely general manager Mitch Kupchak knows the defending champs are only ankle-deep,

especially in the backcourt.

Jordan Farmar has not taken a step forward this season and, if anything, Sasha Vujacic has taken two steps

back. With age and stamina a growing concern with Derek Fisher, the Lakers are headed to one of those playoff

situations where Kobe Bryant feels he has to dominate the ball -- and stifle the team game in the process -- if

they don't get some help. That whipping at home by the Nuggets proved it.

Can it get any worse?

If you're the New Jersey Nets, sitting there with a 4-46 record, the inclination might be to think it can't.
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But at the same point in their infamous 1972-73 campaign when they won an NBA record-low nine times, the

Philadelphia 76ers were in the midst of their longest losing streak of the season, dropping 20 in a row to go

from 4-38 to 4-58. The Nets have currently lost six in a row.

Then again, the Nets thumped the Clippers, one of the last nudges in the ribs that Mike Dunleavy needed to call

it quits as coach.

So, yes, it can always get worse.

Fran Blinebury has covered the NBA since 1977. You can e-mail him here.

The views on this page do not necessarily reflect the views of the NBA, its clubs or Turner Broadcasting.
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